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Estuarine EcologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Estuaries are among the most biologically productive ecosystems on the planet--critical to the life cycles of fish, other aquatic animals, and the creatures which feed on them. Estuarine Ecology, Second Edition, covers the physical and chemical aspects of estuaries, the biology and ecology of key organisms, the flow of organic matter...
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Starting Out with Java: From Control Structures through Objects (5th Edition)Pearson Education, 2012

	NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyProgrammingLab does not come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyProgrammingLab search for ISBN-10: 0132989999/ISBN-13: 9780132989992. That package includes ISBN-10: 0132855836/ISBN-13: 9780132855839 and...
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Computer Networks, Fourth EditionPrentice Hall, 2003
The world's leading introduction to networking-fully updated  for tomorrow's key technologies.

Computer Networks, Fourth  Edition is the ideal introduction to today's networks-and tomorrow's.  This classic best seller has been thoroughly updated to reflect the newest and...
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Metaphors For God's Time in Science and ReligionPalgrave Macmillan, 2002
Metaphors for God's Time in Science and Religion examines the exploratory work of metaphors for time in astrophysical cosmology, chaos theory, evolutionary biology and neuroscience. Stephen Happel claims that the Christian God is intimately involved at every level of physical and biological science. He compares how scientists and...
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Strained Metallic Surfaces: Theory, Nanostructuring and Fatigue StrengthJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Providing students as well as engineers and researchers with a must-have insight into the complexities of surface structure and behavior, this monograph extends beyond the usual introductory books, presenting concentrated knowledge on the surface science of metals, and connecting fundamentals with actual applications. Beginning with explanations of...
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Locksmith and Security Professionals' Exam Study GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2008
Get the Solid Preparation Needed to Pass Your                           Security Certification Exam on the First Try 
           Filled with career-building instruction and guidance, Locksmith and Security Professionals' Exam Study Guide is a hands-on learning tool that will help you pass a wide variety of...
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Food Oral Processing: Fundamentals of Eating and Sensory PerceptionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This volume provides an overview of the latest research findings on the physics, physiology, and psychology of food oral consumption, as well as the experimental techniques available for food oral studies. Coverage includes the main physical and physiological functionalities of the mouth; the location and functionalities of various oral...
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Learning BeagleBone Python ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Unleash the potential of BeagleBone using Python


	About This Book

	
		Configure and customize your BeagleBone to seamlessly connect it to external hardware using Python
	
		Learn to write programs that interface with the real world using GPIO ports
	
		Clear and step-by-step examples,...
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Principles of Environmental Physics, Fourth Edition: Plants, Animals, and the AtmosphereAcademic Press, 2013

	Principles of Environmental Physics: Plants, Animals, and the Atmosphere, 4e, provides a basis for understanding the complex physical interactions of plants and animals with their natural environment. It is the essential reference to provide environmental and ecological scientists and researchers with the physical principles, analytic...
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Visualization Handbook, First EditionAcademic Press, 2004
The field of visualization is focused on creating images that convey salient information about
underlying data and processes. In the past three decades, the field has seen unprecedented
growth in computational and acquisition technologies,
which has resulted in an increased ability both to sense the physical world with
very...
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Galaxies in the Universe: An IntroductionCambridge University Press, 2007
This extensively illustrated book presents the astrophysics of galaxies since their beginnings in the early Universe. It has been thoroughly revised to take into account the most recent observational data, and recent discoveries such as dark energy. There are new sections on galaxy clusters, gamma ray bursts and supermassive black holes. The...
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Engineering ChemistryJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2007

	Engineers and scientists are required to master chemical principles because many of the problems they encounter involve chemical processes or the composition and properties of materials. This book is designed to present the fundamental concepts of chemistry as they relate to modern engineering applications. As an up-to-date reference it can...
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